
 

                                 

Thanks for buying the bench Amsterdam.

In this manual we explain step by step how to assemble the bench.

To make it a little bit easier for you we already drilled the assemble holes in the side panels.

 

2 x Side panels                                                1 x The sitting                                    + 2 x frame corner and Phillip heads(40x50mm 

screws en 10x30mm screws)  

Wat do you need? 

- Power tool

- Phillis head bit

Step 1:

You need the following parts:

2 x Side panels

2 x frame corner

Your going to assemble the frame corners to the sides. Je assemble them on the inside of the slats. 

Repeat this on the other side.

Step 2:

You need the sitting 

Your going to assemble the sitting tot he side panels. Put the side panels on the sitting and mount 

them with the 40x50 Phillip heads. Repeat this on with the other side panel.

You finished the bench, enjoy! 



 

Extra information (if you ordered the bench incl. cushion)

Maintenance cushion

Almost all stains can be removed with a sponge and water. If you want the fabric to last years we recommend to remove 

the stains before they penetrate in the fabric. 

6 points to keep in mind when cleaning the fabric: 

1) You can clean up stains easy with a brush of cloth

2) You can wash the cushion cover in the washing machine inside out on 30 degrees

3) You can wash the fabric by hand, take 30ml of soap and add 2 litres of tepid water (30degrees)

4) Clean the cushion cover with a soft brush, but the soap on and wait a minute before brushing.

5) Remove the soap with clean water and let the cushion cover dry in open air.

6) We recommend not to iron.

**Only applies only when you ordered the bench including cushion. 


